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Bago University
Department of Geography
Semester Examination, September, 20lg

Second Year @.A)

Geog.2107
Cartography and Topographic
Map Reading
Time allowed: (3) hours

(Geography Specialization)

Answer ALL questions. Illustrate your answer with sketch maps and diagrams
wherever necessary.

l. Write

an essay about

*re Making by the ancient Greeks. (Aristotle and Eratosthenes)

2. Draw the following map symbols
(a) Conglomerate (b)

(f) Flood

plains

(g)

*iitin

2"x l" bounding box for each.

Siltstone (c)

Shale

Mesa

Volcano (i) Coral O Eskers

(h)

(d) Granite (e) Shist

3. Construct the Isometric Block Diagram of the given topographic map.

Contour Interval 100'
Scale l": l mile

>.-

Stream

4. Read the given Topo-sheet and rewrite a detail account on Topographic feafures, Climate
and Agriculhre by filling in the given blanks and draw 6"x 6" sketch map.

P.T.O

MAGWAY AND MINBU DISTRICTS

!i

Introfuction: The given map title is ... ......The map No. is ... ... and the scale is............
The contour interval is.. . .. ,.. The area of given map is located between

....to......"and...."...to

... It is existing in

because of the finding of .. . "... ..

within

Town

.

the

......State/Region

......River. Therefore, it lies

.part of Myantnar. The length of the map is .......and the

width is......According to the given scale, the area of the map is
Physical Features: This-.area can be divided into ...... ...parts. They
'The

hilly regions

are found in

place inthe........partand it is

generaily.

the.
....

....feetinheight. The slopes

.........and

average height of piains is.

"...

from.

are

.......1o.

.parts of the given map. The

...feet above ihe mean sea level. Most

plains are gradually down toward the
are..

..and.

,parts of the map. The highest

.The ranges are mostly running

The plains are fbund in

are

.

".

......The type of plains

'

Climate: The given area can receive the ... .. .. ..temperature due to the existing within
0" and Z:]"

N

Latitude and below 3000 feet

experience

... rainfall

because of the finding of d.ry streams. Therefore, according to the temperature and

rainfali conditions, this area can be said that

...... types of climate.
Agriculture: The principal crop is

.....

The gardening crops are ...

Other crops are.

..

...

.. and

